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The Properzi Cu Refining Technology
A significant contribution by Continuus-Properzi to reduce the Carbon Footprint in the Copper Sector  
is made by its Cu Refining Technology, writes Alberto Ghisetti

Copper (Cu), with its unique properties, 
is central for economic growth, quality 
of life and sustainability. The future 
challenges of the economy, in order 
to maintain its sustainability, minimise 
carbon and water footprint, and  
achieve sustainable growth, include 
aspects related to exploitation and 
access of new resources, research and 
innovation, and the reduction of energy 
and water requirements.

Trade off
The decreasing ore grades result in 
environmental concerns such as large 
waste/metal ratio and higher use of 
resources with respect to the use of 
energy, explosives, and water. The metal 
producing sector is, on the one hand, 
under growing public pressure, while 
on the other hand it needs to overcome 
several burdens such as, for example,  
increased demand for metals and the 
treatment of lower ore grades. 

Fortunately, Cu can be 100% 
recovered from the majority of its 
end-products and returned to the 
production process without loss of 
quality during recycling. The production 
of secondary Cu is based on the direct 
melt of ‘new scrap’ (waste resulting 
from either metals discarded in semis 
fabrication or generated during the 
initial manufacturing process) and/or the 
recycling of ‘old scrap’ (obsolete end-of-
life products or structures). Old scrap is 
often contaminated to a certain degree, 
depending mainly on its origin and the 
efficiency of its collection systems.

The main processes used for obtaining 
secondary Cu are disassembly, sorting 
(according to different levels of purity), 
transportation, chopping, melting, 
and refining to remove the necessary 

quantities of impurities to reach the 
desired characteristics. The Properzi 
Refining Technology allows to melt 
and refine selected Cu scrap (old, new 
or a mix of these) with a production 
ranging from 0.2 to 0.3 t CO2-eq/t 
Cu and the average values for the 
upstream processes, mainly for Cu scrap 
transportation/preparation, vary from 
0.25 to 0.35 t CO2-eq/t Cu. The data 
indicates that the variation depends 
on the quality of the source material, 
the metallurgical process used and the 
quality of copper scrap. 

Calculated footprint
According to our studies and the 
available literature we calculated that 
the Carbon Footprint to obtain 1 t of 
Cu from an ore (0.45% Cu) can reach 
7.65t CO2-eq. However, when Cu was 
obtained from a mix of 25% 1st quality 
scrap (>99% Cu), 37.5% of 2nd quality 
scrap (>96% Cu), and 37.5% of 3rd low 
quality scrap (>94% Cu), the Carbon 
Footprint was estimated to be reduced to 
0.65 t CO2-eq.

According to this data the production 
of FRHC Cu products from secondary 
Cu, that can replace with almost identical 
characteristics Cu products starting 
from primary Cu, thanks to the Properzi 
refining technology, can reduce the 
Carbon Footprint by as much as 7,000 
Kg CO2-eq per ton of FRHC copper rod 
products processing 100% copper scrap 
(old and/or new).
www.properzi.com

Typical Properzi Continuous Casting & Rolling Cu Rod Line.

Types of scraps processed with Properzi Refining Technology.

Properzi green rod. All images: Properzi

JAN 3 - British recycling specialist Recycling 
Lives has commissioned a BHS-Sonthofen 
recycling plant including an RS 3218 
Rotorshredder and designed to handle a  
variety of materials such as automotive shredder 
residue (ASR), electric and electronic scrap 
(WEEE) as well as ‘meatballs’ (electric motors 
and motor armatures), then produce market-
ready end products.

Plant requirements
In the process of expanding capacities, Recycling 
Lives decided it required a plant that could  

process different materials simultaneously at  
its 15-acre Recycling Park in Preston. After  
BHS had drawn up an initial concept for a  
plant, extensive tests were carried out at the 
Sonthofen test center with about two to three 
tonnes of each material required by the  
customer. Data on throughput and material 
quality, among other parameters, was  
collected during the tests and analyses in  
the test centre. This information was then  
used to create a mass balance and  
profitability analysis. 
www.bhs-sonthofen.com

The Rotorshredder of type RS 3218 is the centerpiece of the plant. 
Photo: BHS-Sonthofen

Changing times in the Copper Industry 
A necessary global energy transition is underway, which will require large tonnages of copper (and other critical metals) 
for full implementation. These changes will also encourage new developments in copper production technology.

Technological changes and the implementation 
of new technology have occurred throughout 
metallurgical history. In many cases, these 
technologies were developed typically by piloting 
at or associated with an operating plant, and 
subsequently implemented on a commercial  

scale at the same plant. Given today’s energy 
transition and the significant global changes 
underway, Copper Worldwide has prepared  
a list of plants (see Table 1) where ground-
breaking technologies were first developed  
and introduced. Usually outside forces, such  
as the need to reduce energy consumption,  
or the need for an improved environmental 
situation, led to the initial efforts and the changes 
that occurred. In every case, skilled metallurgists 
having a belief in metallurgical improvements  
were involved. 

Innovations that helped 
shape today’s industry  
In subsequent issues of the magazine, the 
chronology of development of these plant 
solutions will be described, including an analysis 
of the circumstances that led to particular 
developments. It is hoped that this series will help 

provide new insight on how improvements and 
new technologies have occurred over the decades, 
and help us understand how twenty-first century 
copper production can further adapt to the future 
world. Ideas and input from readers are welcomed 
along this journey. 

No. Plant Location Description of development Year
1 Mansfield Mansfield, Germany Site of copper and silver mining depicted in G. Agricola’s classic text, De Re Metallica 1556
2 Pembrey Copper refinery Pembrey, Wales Site of the world’s first copper electrorefinery 1849 
    1869 
    1912
3 Hafod Copper smelter Swansea, Wales Perfection over decades then declines of the Welsh multi-furnace process for copper smelting.  1860 
   This process was initially implemented worldwide before replaced by new technology at plants 1924  
   outside of Wales. The Hafod plant was slow to change and eventually closed  1980 
4 Aurubis Hamburg, Germany First copper electrorefinery outside of the UK  1876 
 (formerly Nordeutsche Affinerie)   
5 Eguilles Vedene, France First pneumatic copper converter 1879
6 Baltimore Refining Baltimore, USA First Walker circular anode casting wheel 1897
7 Montana Ore Purchasing Butte, USA First large Herreshoff roaster treating copper concentrates (3.3 m dia., 100 t/d) 1900
8 Baltimore Copper Smelting  Perth Amboy, NJ, USA First Peirce-Smith converter 1909 
 and Rolling Company     
9 Cananea Cananea, Mexico First wet charge smelting in reverberatory furnace without roasting 1927
10 Harjavalta Harjavalta, Finland First copper flash furnace plant  1949
11 Copper Cliff Copper Cliff, Canada First Inco flash furnace 1952
12 Union Miniere Katango, Belgian Congo  First use of fluidised bed for roasting copper-cobalt concentrates 1958 
  now Zaire
13 Gaspe Murdochville, Canada First Gaspe puncher 1964
14 Huelva Huelva, Spain Coastal site chosen for the relocation of the aging Rio Tinto facilities in Spain 1970
15 Horne Rouyn-Noranda, Canada First Noranda Process reactor 1973
16 Naoshima Naoshima, Japan First Mitsubishi process plant 1974
17 Balkash Balkash, USSR First commercial Vanyukov 1974 
  (Now Kazakhstan)
18 Baiyin Baiyin, China Baiyin oxygen smelting process commercialized 1975
19 Caletones El Teniente, Chile First El Teniente converter process 1977
20 Glogow 2 Glogow, Poland First direct copper flash furnace (on low Fe concentrates) 1978
21 Townsville Townsville, Australia First use of stainless-steel blanks for copper electrorefining 1979
22 Mt Isa Mt Isa, Australia First Isasmelt plant 1992
23 Kennecott Salt Lake City, USA First flash converter furnace 1995
24 Horne Rouyn-Noranda, Canada First Noranda Converter 1997
25 Gaspe Murdochville, Canada Largest Peirce-Smith converter 1997
26 Zhong Tiao Shan Houma City, China First commercial Ausmelt plant for processing copper concentrates 1999
27 Shenquan Shenquan, Vietnam First commercial scale SKS process (12kt Cu/a) 2001
28 Dongying Fangyuan Dongying, China First larger commercial scale SKS process (140 kt Cu/a) 2008

Table 1. Plants that made history and helped shaped the industry of today 
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Under Vale’s US$ 1 bn Clean AER project, two new smokestacks  
(in green here) replaced the Superstack at Copper Cliff Smelter 
Complex in 2020. Photo: Vale

The Caletones Smelter in Chile was the first to use the El Teniente 
converter process
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A recycling plant  
solution in Preston


